(1) F + G e OM* on [a, 6] , (2) F e OM* on [a, 6] , and (3) G e OM* on [a, 61. In addition, with the same restrictions on F and G, any two of the following statements imply the other:
(1) F + Ge 0M° on [a, b\, (2) F e 0M° on [a, b] , and (3) G e 0M°o
n [a, 6] .
The results in this paper generalize a theorem contained in a previous paper by the author [Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 42 (1974) , 96-1031. Additional background on product integration can be obtained from a paper by B. W.
from R x R to N, where R denotes the set of real numbers and Ai denotes a ring which has a multiplicative identity element represented by 1 and a norm | • | with respect to which N is complete and |11 = 1. Functions are assumed to be defined only for elements {x, y\ of R x R such that x < y.
If G is a function from R x R to N, then /afc G exists 
|n«=f>(l + G.)| < B for 1 < p < a < n, and Let Gip, p*), G(p+, p*), G(p~, p) and G(p~, p~) represent lim ^Gip, x), lim . G(x, y), lim G(x, p) and lim Gix,y),
x-í>+ x,y-í>+ r , *-P~/ + +\ .
x.y--prespectively. Now, Ge S. on La, ¿J only if Gip , p ) exists and is zero for a < p < b and Gip~, p~) exists and is zero for a < p <b; and G £ S2 on [a, è] only if Gip, p ) exists for a <p < b and Gip~, p) exists for a < p < b. Further, G £ OL° on [a, b] only if Gip, p ) and Gip , p ) exist for a < p < b and G(p~, p) and Gip~, p~) exist for a < p < b.
For additional background on product integration, the reader is referred to papers by P. R. Masani [10] , J. S. MacNerney [9] , B. W. Helton [2] and the author [7] .
Suppose F and G are functions on R x R. If fa F exists and fa G exists, then it is easily shown that ¡J'iF + G) exists. However, if xIP(l + F) and ny(l + G) exist for a < x < y < b, it does not necessarily follow that ny(l + F + G) exists for a < x < y < b. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the existence of such product integrals. In particular, with suitable restrictions on the functions involved, we interrelate the existence of xIIy(l + F), xIly(l + G) and xIly(l + F + G). However, before stating our results, we need several additional definitions. ( ( Theorem 2 is proved for functions from R x R to R in a previous paper by the author [6, Theorem 1, p. 101]. However, that proof relies heavily on the commutativity of R and thus is not the same as the proof presented in this paper. In this presentation, the lack of commutativity is handled by using a series representation for products.
The classes OM and OM° are not as restricted as may initially appear.
As noted before, if G e OB° on [a, b] and jcIIy(1 + G) exists for a < x < y (1) gia) = 1, and (2) gix) = 1 + lub{2/ |G| : / a refinement of Ixjfâ U {x|j, where 0 < p < tí and x^ , < x < x^.
Thus, g is a positive nondecreasing function.
We use induction to establish the desired inequality. If fx.}?_0 is a refinement of D and 0 < p < a < n, then IS 0pq\ na + F,.) i=p <B.
Thus, the inequality is true for 7 = 0. Suppose the inequality holds for the nonnegative integer ;'. That is, if {*,•}"_() is a refinement of D and 0 < p < a < 72, then (t) holds.
We now establish that the inequality also holds for /+ 1. Suppose |x .j?_0 is a refinement of D and 0 < p < a < n. To simplify notation in the Proof. This lemma follows as a corollary to Lemmas 3 and 4. Lemma 5 is established in a previous paper by the author for functions from R x R to R [5, Theorem 1 (l -» 2), p. 378], However, the proof presented there is different from the proof employed in this paper.
Lemma 6. // {F ]"_and \G }" are sequences of elements of N, then
na+F¿+G¿)= na+F.)
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(1) Ja¿ G exists, and (2) xIly(l + G) exists for a < x < y < b. Further, if G £ 0B° on [a, b] and (1) or (2) We now establish Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1 [ (2), (3) Since F and F+ G are in Sj on [a, fc], there exists a subdivision i*¿i"=0 °f [ß> ¿Í such that, if 1 < i < n and x. , < x < y < x., then Jl'il + F) <-and Jf(l+ F + G) <1. We have now established that, if 1 < i < n and x , . < x < y < x., then fxy G exists. From this and the fact that G is in 0B° and S2 on [a, b] , it follows that /a6 G exists. Hence, Ge OM* on [a, è] by Lemma 7. Thus, (1) and (2) (2) and (3) imply (1). Now, since F + G -G = F, it follows that F £ OM* on [a, b] . Thus, (1) and (3) imply (2) .
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. We next establish Theorem 2.
One additional lemma is needed. 
